A REPORTER AT LARGE

MIRACLE IN A BOTTLE
Dietary supplements are unregulated, some are unsafe—and Americans can’t get enough of them.

O

ne day last September, as Britney
Spears was about to board a flight to
Los Angeles from London, a rectangular blue bottle fell out of her purse. She
quickly stuffed it back in, but not before
the paparazzi recorded the event. Neither
Spears nor her spokesman was willing to
comment on the contents of the bottle,
but the next morning London’s Daily Express published a page of pictures under
the headline “EXCLUSIVE: POP PRINCESS
SPOTTED AT AIRPORT WITH POT OF
SLIMMING TABLETS.”

Spears was apparently carrying Zantrex-3, one of the most
popular weight-loss supplements currently sold in the United States. The pill,
which retails at about fifty dollars for a
month’s supply, contains a huge dose of
caffeine, some green tea, and three common South American herbs that also act
as stimulants. It hit the U.S. market last
March and has had a success that would
be hard to overstate. Millions of bottles
have been sold, and during the Christmas
season it was displayed in the windows of
the nation’s largest chain of vitamin shops,
G.N.C. (It is so highly sought after that
many of the stores keep it in locked cabinets.) Zantrex-3 is also sold at CVS, Rite
Aid, Wal-Mart, and other chains, and
over the telephone and on the Internet. If
you type “Zantrex” into Google, more
than a hundred thousand citations will
appear. At any moment, there are scores
of people auctioning the stuff on eBay.
Perhaps the most interesting element
of Zantrex-3’s success story, however, is
that it is far from unique. There are hundreds of similar products on the market
today, and they are bought by millions of
Americans. And though Zantrex’s manufacturer makes some heady claims (“the
most advanced weight control compound period”), so do the people who
sell Stacker 2 and Anorex (whose publicity assures us that the “genetic link” to
obesity means that repeated diet failure
is “not your fault”), along with those who
sell Carb Eliminator and Fat Elimina64
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tor. Almost all of these compounds suggest that they can help people lose weight
and regain lost vigor, and often without
diet, exercise, or any other effort.
The diet-pill business may be the
most visible segment of the vitamin-,
mineral-, and herbal-supplement industry, but it is by no means the largest.
Thousands of different tablets, elixirs,
potions, and pills are sold in the United
States, and remarkably little is known
about most of them. That doesn’t deter
consumers. Since 1994, when Congress
passed a law that deregulated the supplement industry and opened it to a flood of
new products, the use of largely unproved
herbal remedies—from blueberry extract for impaired vision to saw palmetto
for the treatment of enlarged prostates
and echinacea to prevent colds—has increased as rapidly as the use of any commonly prescribed drug.
Since that legislation, the Dietary
Supplement Health and Education Act,
became law, companies have been able to
say nearly anything they want about the
potential health benefits of what they
sell. As long as they don’t blatantly lie or
claim to have a cure for a specific disease,
such as cancer, diabetes, or AIDS, they can
assert—without providing evidence—
that a product is designed to support a
healthy heart (CardiAll, for example),
protect cells from damage (Liverite), or
improve the function of a compromised
immune system (Resist). There are almost no standards that regulate how the
pills are made, and they receive almost
no scrutiny once they are, so consumers
never truly know what they are getting.
Companies are not required to prove
that products are effective, or even safe,
before they are put on the market.
Still, there is more to the growing reliance on supplements than the lapses of
a single law: Americans long ago wearied of taking doctors’ orders, and, increasingly, they are skeptical about the
motives of big pharmaceutical compa-

nies. People want to feel in control of
their own health. Supplements, with
their “natural” connotations and cultivated image of self-reliance, let them do
that. There is even a word to describe all
the things—other than plain food—that
people consume in the pursuit of health:
nutraceutical.
Nutraceuticals are found everywhere
today, in foods fortified with “extra” vitamins, in sports drinks, in “enriched”
water, and now even in candy. Six out of
ten adults in the United States take one
or more supplements each day. Often,
these include multivitamins, which are
frequently recommended by physicians,
but a staggering number of amino acids,
weight-loss cures, and herbal tonics are
also swallowed every day, all in the belief
that they will improve health, fend off
disease, or make up for dietary and behavioral habits that have placed obesity
and indolence among the leading health
problems facing the United States. Last
year, Americans spent nineteen billion
dollars on dietary supplements—nearly
five times as much as they did just a decade ago. And they spent that money on
everything from Vitamin C to garlic (the
uses of which vary, with benefits that
are never clear), from kava (which the
F.D.A. says may cause severe liver damage but which is still widely available in
health-food stores as a remedy for stress)
to comfrey (an herb of dubious value
commonly used to quell irritated stomachs), and even ephedra, which the federal government only recently decided to
ban, despite reports over the last eight
years implicating it in scores of deaths
and hundreds of strokes, seizures, and
other severe maladies.
“For many people, this whole thing is
about much more than taking their vitamins,” Loren D. Israelsen, the executive
director of the Utah Natural Products
Alliance, and a principal architect of the
1994 legislation, told me not long ago.
“This is really a belief system, almost a
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religion. Americans believe they have
the right to address their health problems in the way that seems most useful
to them. Often, that means supplements. When the public senses that the
government is trying to limit its access to
this kind of thing, it always reacts with
remarkable anger—people are even willing to shoulder a rifle over it. They are
ready to believe anything if it brings
them a little hope.” Frequently, such
products come veiled in a cloak of science. Ads for Zantrex-3, for example,
claim that its “superior power is validated
by a direct comparison of published
medical studies . . . scientific fact . . . irrefutable clinical data.” The people who
sell the pills on the telephone don’t rely
on science at all, however, when they tell
callers that the capsules in those blue
bottles could change their lives.
“When I train salespeople, I say to
them, ‘Do you know what people are
calling you for? It isn’t the pill. They are
calling you for hope. That is really what
they want from you,’ ” Don Atkinson,
who is the vice-president of sales for
Basic Research, the privately held conglomerate that distributes Zantrex-3,
told me recently. I spoke with him in his
office in Salt Lake City, which regards
itself as the Silicon Valley of the dietarysupplement industry. Atkinson, a hearty
and engaging man with a graying buzz
cut and a firm handshake, slowly wrote
the word “hope” on a lined piece of
paper soon after I came in. “The customer has been overweight for years.
And they have tried everything. And
they have been on Atkins and everything else and nothing has worked. And
some of these people are so incapacitated by their weight and their problems
associated with it that they would like to
die. Just wish they could just die. And
they dial up and they are unhappy people. And they think, O.K., if I take this
and it doesn’t work it’s further evidence
that I am a failure. Our job is to give
them hope. To say,‘You know what? You
can do this.’ ” Atkinson stopped for a
moment and pumped his right fist in
the air. “I love my job,” he said. “And do
you know why? Because when I get up
in the morning I know that somebody’s
life is better because we are here. Somebody today got some hope.”
Atkinson told me that he was delighted by the Britney Spears news, not
66
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so much because of the publicity windfall but for the larger message it conveyed.
“You know what is great about that? It’s
the fact that she is using a weight-loss
product and she looks terrific. Just the
fact that we are even talking about what
Britney Spears uses or doesn’t use to keep
her weight down tells the whole wide
world that it’s O.K. to be a little overweight and it’s O.K. to work on it. And
it’s O.K. to use things to help you get
there. That’s what it all says to me, and
that is why we are here.”

H

erbs have been ingested regularly,
in every conceivable combination,
for thousands of years, and many are
clearly beneficial. Vitamins and minerals
are essential for human health: calcium
supplements have prevented perhaps
millions of cases of osteoporosis; folic
acid helps prevent neural-tube defects;
insufficient amounts of Vitamin B12 can
lead to dementia. Simply eating citrus
fruit, and the Vitamin C it contains,
was enough to vanquish scurvy, which in
the mid-eighteenth century killed more
British sailors than the wars that Britain
fought.
The way that nutrients work in foods
has come to be properly understood only
in the past hundred years. Because of the
lack of specific knowledge, the preceding
era had been one of open and unapologetic quackery. Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, patentmedicine men roamed the United States.
For every illness imaginable, they promised wondrous products and magical cures.
The rapid growth of patent medicines was largely a result of two unrelated events, and they eerily foreshadowed the 1994 Dietary Supplement Act
and the rise of the Internet as a commercial tool. In 1793, Congress passed
patent legislation that permitted manufacturers to protect their formulas (without requiring that they even work).
Around the same time, the number of
newspapers published in the United

States began to increase dramatically. By
the beginning of the twentieth century,
the patent-medicine business accounted
for more newspaper advertising than any
other kind of product. Many manufacturers became rich; some became famous. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, advertised as “A Positive
Cure” for “all those Painful Complaints
and Weaknesses so common to our best
female population,” made Pinkham’s face
as recognizable then as Martha Stewart’s
is today.
In 1914, officials of the American
Medical Association decided to analyze
Pinkham’s compound. It turned out to
be twenty per cent pure alcohol and
eighty per cent common vegetable extracts. Most patent medicines had similar ingredients. Sometimes they were
laced with cocaine, caffeine, opium, or
even morphine. It’s not surprising that
they provided a few hours’ worth of relief. There was no restriction on the vast
armamentarium of remedies on the market until 1906, when the Pure Food and
Drug Act was passed, mainly as a result of the revelations in Upton Sinclair’s
book “The Jungle.” The act permitted
the Bureau of Chemistry, which preceded the Food and Drug Administration, to insure that labels contained no
false or misleading advertising. For a
while, at least, snake-oil salesmen went
the way of the Conestoga wagon.
Since then, the pendulum has swung
between unregulated anarchy and restrictions that outrage many Americans.
It has usually taken a disaster to persuade
Congress to adopt strict regulations. Sulfanilamide, a drug prescribed to treat
streptococcal infections, was used safely
and effectively for years in tablet and
powder form. Most children can’t swallow pills, though, and in June, 1937, researchers at one company found that the
drug would dissolve in diethylene glycol;
they tested the mixture for flavor, appearance, and fragrance—but not for toxicity—and then shipped it all over the
country.They overlooked one important
characteristic of the solution: diethylene
glycol, normally used as an antifreeze, is a
deadly poison. Within weeks, scores of
children were dead. The victims experienced severe abdominal pain, nausea,
vomiting, stupor, and convulsions. In a
letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
one woman described the death of her

child:“Even the memory of her is mixed
with sorrow for we can see her little body
tossing to and fro and hear that little
voice screaming with pain and it seems as
though it would drive me insane.” The
next year, after a hundred and thirtyseven deaths, Congress passed the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act, which finally
gave the F.D.A. the authority it needed
to regulate such products.
For many years afterward, there was
little controversy about drugs or about
dietary supplements, which mostly
meant vitamins and minerals. “It didn’t
use to be so complicated,” Annette
Dickinson told me. She is the president
of the Council for Responsible Nutrition, which is the most influential of the
many groups that look after the interests
of the supplement industry. Each year,
supplement manufacturers contribute
millions of dollars to political candidates. The industry has been remarkably
successful in arguing that, because the
First Amendment protects commercial
speech, it can be used in defense of any
claim that includes even a hint of truth.
Dickinson is an aggressive supporter of
supplements, yet she acknowledges that
charlatans have proliferated wildly in the
past decade, making her job, and that of
most reputable manufacturers, much
harder. In Dickinson’s view, the industry
would be better served if it returned its
focus to the core nutrients—basic vitamin and mineral supplements. “In the
beginning, you had your one-a-days, and
there were minerals and herbal products, too. A drug was something intended to treat or cure a disease, and you
needed to have proof that it could do
those things; the line between foods and
drugs was absolutely bright and clear. If
you made a disease-related claim for
something that was not approved, the
F.D.A. would come down on you like a
ton of bricks. All through the forties and
the fifties and the sixties, that was true.”
By the middle of the nineteenseventies, as the complex relationship
between diet and health became more
fully understood, the distinctions between foods, drugs, and supplements
began to blur. First, with a major report issued in 1977 by the Senate Select
Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs, and then with studies by the National Academy of Sciences and other
research groups, the government started

“It saddens me to think that so many of my customers are going to Hell.”

•
telling Americans to alter their diets if
they wanted to have long and healthy
lives. Advice about ways to reduce the
risk of heart disease, diabetes, and many
cancers and other chronic illnesses became routine: eat less salt and fat and add
fibre and whole grains; eat more fruits
and vegetables and watch the calories.
Food companies were eager to promote
many of their products as medically
beneficial. It was illegal, however, to suggest that there was a relationship between the ingredients in a commercial
food and the treatment or prevention of
a disease. Then, in 1984, the Kellogg
Company launched a campaign, in conjunction with the National Cancer Institute, in which All-Bran cereal was used
to illustrate how a low-fat, high-fibre
diet might reduce the risk for certain
types of cancer. These days, it is almost

•
impossible to pass by a supermarket shelf
and not encounter such claims; but AllBran was the first case in which a manufacturer issued a statement that was
interpreted widely as “Eat this product
because it will help prevent cancer.” It led
to the era of product labels, and completely changed the way Americans think
about not only foods but dietary supplements as well.
Since then, the English language has
been stretched to its limits in the attempt to link products to health benefits.
Even claims that are true may be irrelevant. Vitamin A, for example, is important for good vision—as supplements for
sale in any health-food store will tell you.
Insufficient consumption of Vitamin A
causes hundreds of thousands of cases of
blindness around the world each year,
but not in the United States; here people
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•
don’t have vision problems arising from a
lack of Vitamin A. Although statements
advertising Vitamin A for good vision
may, like many others, be legally permissible, they are meaningless. “The
laws allow manufacturers to make fine
legalistic claims,” Paul M. Coates, the
director of the Office of Dietary Supplements at the National Institutes of
Health, told me. “What we now have is
an entire cottage industry of creative linguistics dedicated solely to selling these
products.” Instead of mentioning a disease (which in most cases would be illegal without F.D.A. approval), companies make claims that a food can affect
the structure or function of the body.
Such claims can appear on any food, no
matter how unhealthy it is. You cannot
assert that a product “reduces” cholesterol, but you can certainly say that it
“maintains healthy cholesterol levels.”
You cannot state that the herb echinacea
cures anything, since it has never been
shown to do that. But there is no prohibition on stating that it “has natural antibiotic actions” and is considered “an excellent herb for infections of all kinds.”
Gingko biloba has been recommended
to Alzheimer’s patients because it “supports memory function.” Does it? Since
research is not required before a supplement is released, there are not nearly
enough data to know.
In a report published in the Journal
of the American Medical Association, sci68
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•
entists compared the effects of echinacea with a placebo in treating colds.
Echinacea is one of the most commonly
used cold remedies in the United States.
But the study, of more than four hundred children over a four-month period,
showed that a placebo worked just as
well, and that children treated with echinacea were more likely to develop a rash
than those who took nothing. Studies
like that are rare, since they cost money
that manufacturers are not required to
spend. But they are at least as likely to
disprove benefits as to confirm them.
Ginseng has long been promoted as an
energy booster, for example, yet the military, in studies of possible energy enhancements for troops, has found it
worthless. Still, in my local health-food
store not long ago I saw more than a
dozen supplements advertising the “fact”
that ginseng improves energy.
“It was all done for crass commercial
reasons,” Marion Nestle told me. Nestle,
the former chairman of the Department
of Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public
Health at New York University, is the
author of “Food Politics,” which examines in detail the ways in which the food
and supplement industries influence the
nutritional policy of the United States
and the health of its citizens. “In the
name of health! The companies have
masked it in an argument for freedom of
speech. And look at some of the ways it
all plays out. Obesity is an epidemic in

our country. Is this helping? Not a bit.”
She went on, “I was staying in California this summer at the house of some
friends. They had all sorts of healthfood products for kids, and, to my surprise, among them were shark-shaped
fruit snacks with Vitamin C and gummy
bears with echinacea. It’s candy masquerading as something that will improve a child’s health. It comes in oneounce packages. Just the right size to
throw in a lunch pail. It’s brilliant marketing. Just brilliant.”
One recent Harris poll found that
most people believe that if a supplement
is on the market it must have been approved by some government agency (not
true); that manufacturers are prohibited
from making claims for their products
unless they have provided data to back
those claims up (no such laws exist); and
that companies are required to include
warnings about potential risks and side
effects (they aren’t). “When something
goes wrong, though, most people expect
government health officials to find a solution,” David A. Kessler told me. Kessler,who is the dean of the School of Medicine at the University of California at
San Francisco, was the F.D.A. commissioner when Congress passed the Dietary
Supplement Act, which he adamantly
opposed.“This is really the classic American ambivalence, and it has always been
part of our nature,” he said.“The view of
most people is simple: I want access to
everything and I want it now.” The Federal Trade Commission—not the
F.D.A.—regulates supplement advertising. But the F.T.C. is principally concerned with commerce, not science: it
focusses on the content of the labels, not
the content of the pills. Although since
1994 the agency has sued more than a
hundred diet-pill companies, in 2002 it
found that at least half of all weight-loss
ads contained false or misleading statements. Despite its vigilance, the agency
has an impossible job; for each success,
ten new companies seem to appear.
When people get sick, Dr. Kessler pointed out, the refrain is always
“ ‘Where the hell is the F.D.A. to protect
me?’ The supplement industry doesn’t
have to report adverse events, so the
F.D.A. doesn’t have the data it needs to
protect people. You cannot prove something is unsafe if you don’t have the data.
It’s the ultimate Catch-22. It is also a

colossal failure to protect the public
health of this country.”
Until a year ago, when Steve Belcher,
a twenty-three-year-old pitcher for the
Baltimore Orioles, died of heatstroke
after taking an over-the-counter product
that contained ephedra, it was by far the
most popular supplement in the United
States, bringing in a billion dollars a year
and accounting for more than ten per
cent of the supplement industry’s annual sales. Ephedrine, the herb’s active
ingredient, boosts adrenaline, stresses the
heart, raises blood pressure, and increases
the rate of a person’s metabolism. Derived from the Asian herb ma huang, it
seems to help with short-term weight
loss and with increasing physical stamina.When used in combination with caffeine, as it often is, ephedra is associated
with an increased risk of heart attack,
stroke tachycardias, palpitations, anxiety, psychosis, and death. Even though
it was cited as a contributing factor in
Belcher’s death, only three states—New
York, California, and Illinois—subsequently banned supplements containing ephedra. After numerous studies and
nearly a year of review, the F.D.A. announced, on December 30th, that it
would prohibit the sale of such supplements.Yet, because ephedra is not a drug,
it will be several months before the ruling works its way through the federal
bureaucracy. (The agency has recognized
for years that ephedra can be dangerous;
its use in over-the-counter medicine has
been regulated since 1983.)
Despite the risks, the appeal of diet
pills is not hard to understand. Each year,
obesity kills millions of Americans and
costs billions of dollars. Data from the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey show that almost sixtyfive per cent of the adult population
is overweight. The prevalence of obesity
among children is spreading, and if current trends continue more than forty per
cent of Americans will be clinically obese
within five years. The burden on the
health system, not to mention the weakened quality of life that obesity causes,
will be enormous.

and attractive couple dancing the tango.
The copy beneath them promised—in
“one amazing superpill”—both weight
loss and incredible energy. “You are
not obese,” Zantrex-3 ads say. “You
just need to lose a quick ten to fifteen
pounds . . . and you want energy . . .
plenty of energy.”
Who could argue with that? I looked
for the name of the company at the
bottom of the ad: Zoller Laboratories.
When I called the 800 number printed
on the advertisement, the woman who
answered told me that the company was
based in Salt Lake City, but I couldn’t
find it listed in any of the databases that
I normally use for research. Then I
noticed, in an article about Britney
Spears’s “weight problems,” that the
chief scientist at Zoller was quoted by
name. I dialled the 800 number again
and asked to speak with him. He answered the phone, but was startled
when I asked if I could fly out and talk
with him. He promised to call me back.
He never did, but eventually the publicrelations representative for a company
called Basic Research invited me to visit
Basic’s headquarters, in Salt Lake City.
He told me that Basic was the exclusive
distributor of Zantrex-3. Zoller Laboratories does exist, but there are no offices and no labs. It’s a company created
by the marketing team at Basic because
its name sounds scientific.
Basic Research is a privately held con-

glomerate based in a modern, hundredand-fifty-thousand-square-foot factory
that was previously the U.S. assembly
headquarters for Palm Pilot. Having
tripled in size in the last year alone, the
company is looking for more space nearby.
The headquarters is a five-minute drive
from the Salt Lake airport, and there
are more than a dozen similarly squat
industrial buildings scattered along the
highway among the Days Inns and Guest
Quarters. Most are home to companies
with names like Utah Scientific, Cephalon, and Compeq. With the vigorous help of Senator Orrin G. Hatch, a
principal sponsor of the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act, the
area has become a magnet for supplement companies. Hatch has been the industry’s greatest champion and has consistently fought tighter regulations on
products like ephedra. (So has his son,
Scott, who has earned millions of dollars
for firms that lobby on behalf of supplement companies.)
Arriving early for my meetings, I
waited in the lobby, which was festooned with flyers and advertisements
for a stupefying variety of herbal tonics
and miracle cures. A banner bearing
the company motto—“We help people
feel great about themselves”—was
stretched across an open bullpen area
where dozens of salespeople worked
the phones. Basic has a remarkably
high “closure” rate; more than sixty per

I

stumbled across an advertisement
for Zantrex-3 while riding on the
subway in New York one day. The name
seemed coolly futuristic, and the ad was
inviting, featuring an impossibly lithe
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“Sometimes I worry I’m a wolf dressed as me.”

cent of callers make a purchase. An advertisement for Zantrex-3 on the wall
declared, “Dietary Supplement Industry Pinning Hopes on New ‘Super
Stimulant,’ Non-Ephedra Diet Pill.
Decline in Ephedra Diet Pill Sales
Reversed by Zantrex™-3’s Sudden
Popularity.”
Basic puts out scores of products,
which are marketed under the names of
nearly a dozen companies—a practice
that, according to Dennis Gay, the president and C.E.O., is intended to confuse
competitors and “protect our brands in
the Wild West atmosphere that exists
today in the supplement industry.” With
Zantrex-3, Basic has seized cleverly on
the fears about ephedra—marketing the
pills as the “high-tech” substitute. But
the company has many similar products;
the cynically named Anorex, for example, is “the first weight-control compound designed to mitigate the profound effect that variations in the human
genetic code have on the storage, use,
and disposition of body fat,” and Relacore
is the “most significant weight-control
advancement in more than a decade.”
(“Excess tummy flab is not your fault.”)
There is also Sövage Breast Augmentation Serum, a topically applied bust
cream (“Yes They Are Real Breasts,” one
highly illustrative ad says), and Sövage
Lip Plumper, to increase the fullness of
one’s lips. The company also markets
tummy gels that promise “ripped abs”
(NutraSport Cutting Gel), and a variety
of tonics to help one think, relax, or sleep
more soundly.
One product, Strivectin-sd, a cream
that is sold for more than a hundred dollars a tube in Nordstrom, Lord & Taylor,
and other stores, is made by a company
called Klein-Becker USA, which calls
itself “the industry leader in providing
patented and exclusive weight-control
and life-enhancement products that
meet your individual needs.” There is,
however, neither a Klein nor a Becker,
nor are there any specific employees who
work there. Like Zoller Labs, it’s a company created by Basic because the name
sounds impressive and pharmaceutical.
Strivectin was originally intended for use
by women to reduce stretch marks (and
in many stores it is still marketed that
way), but people soon began to rub it on
their faces as well; Strivectin now asks,
without any data to justify the compari70
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son or the question, “Even better than
Botox?”
Daniel B. Mowrey, the man responsible for creating most of these products, is
a gentle-looking figure with blue eyes
and gray hair that is thinning at the top.
The day I met him, he was dressed in
chinos, a denim work shirt, sneakers, and
a loud paisley tie. “I used to be a hippie,”
he said, shrugging, when he saw me staring at the tie. He told me he bought
it long ago in Haight Ashbury. Mowrey
is the director of scientific affairs at Basic
and one of the three owners. Everyone
calls him Dr. Dan. He received a Ph.D.
in psychology from Brigham Young University, and although he never studied
botany formally, he has written widely on
the medicinal uses of herbs. He laid out
his philosophy quite clearly in his book
“The Scientific Validation of Herbal
Medicine,” published in 1986:
The scientific method is a powerful tool,
but it has its limits. . . . Medical science in
America is a unique combination of economic
and political factors, which fuse together almost religiously to promote synthesized, highly
active chemicals.

Mowrey told me he believes that there is
almost always a “natural” alternative to
synthetic drugs: “One that is cheaper,
safer, and, often, more effective.”
Mowrey came up with the components of Zantrex-3 the way he comes up
with the elements of most of the company’s products: by surfing the Internet.
“I never understand why my competitors don’t spend more time just looking at the information on the Web,” he
told me. “It’s all out there,” he said,
showing me how he uses public databases—such as those kept by the National Institutes of Health—to see what’s
new in fields like weight control, memory, and aging.
Basic makes two major claims for
Zantrex-3: that it will provide an immediate and sustained burst of energy, and
that it will help people lose weight rapidly. For the first claim, Mowrey relied
on a study by the U.S. military that examined the effects of caffeine on Navy
SEALs who had been deprived of sleep
and exposed to the extreme stresses of a
training week. The study concluded that
it is more effective in combatting fatigue
than a placebo. One dose of Zantrex-3 is
like drinking four cups of strong coffee.
Whatever the merits of that study, al-

“I put them up after the divorce so he knows his father is still a part of his life.”
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most anyone who takes the pills is sure
to feel the jolt—and many people buy
them for that reason alone. (The clerk
at my local G.N.C. warned me to take
the pill with food, or I might get “too
high.”)
The company attaches a tiny brochure to the neck of each bottle which
says that Zantrex-3 caused “546 per
cent more weight loss” than America’s
No. 1 ephedrine-based diet pill—“without diet and exercise.” It goes on, “Published clinical studies don’t lie.’’ I asked
Mowrey to show me the data he used to
arrive at that figure. He acknowledged
that the figure was based not on a direct
comparison of the two diet products but
on extrapolations of results from unrelated studies.
One of the studies,which Mowrey describes as a “groundbreaking” paper, published in 2001 by two Danish researchers
in the British Journal of Human Nutrition
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and Dietetics, evaluated the effectiveness
of a mixture of three South American
herbs—now used in Zantrex-3—in aiding weight loss by making people feel
too full to eat. The study followed fortysix subjects for forty-five days. Half were
given a placebo and the others received
the herbal mix. At the end of the study,
the herbal group had lost eleven pounds,
on average, whereas the other group had
lost less than one. Seven participants
were followed for another year, during
which they neither gained nor lost more
weight.
The subject of obesity, after being
largely ignored by the medical establishment, has finally gained currency in
the United States, and many major
medical schools and scientific institutes
now are pouring research money into
the field. Yet, despite thousands of
weight-loss studies and an increasingly
focussed search for solutions, there is

no evidence that any prescription, overthe-counter product, or supplement
has ever kept a person’s weight down
for much more than a few months. At
best, such drugs or supplements are
short-term answers to lifelong problems; at worst, they intensify the disorders they attempt to cure. I asked
Mowrey if it was fair to assert, as he
has, that “whether weight management
or energy management is your goal,
Zantrex-3 represents the very best options available anywhere.”
“What options are better?” he asked.
“We have to look at the study. We are
not free to go beyond it, but it’s not fair
to ignore it, either.”
Losing eleven pounds in forty-five
days certainly sounds promising, but the
results of a single six-week study involving fewer than fifty people would almost
never provide enough meaningful data
to prove the value of a drug or supplement of any kind. It usually takes years
and involves hundreds, if not thousands,
of subjects before a study of a new drug
can yield clear evidence that it is effective. The main herbs in Zantrex-3—
guarana, yerba maté, and damiana, coupled with caffeine, zanthene, and green
tea, among other ingredients—are stimulants, laxatives, and diuretics. You do
not need a degree in nutritional sciences
to realize that if you take a combination of stimulants, laxatives, and diuretics for six weeks you are going to lose
weight, or to know that, over the long
run, such a diet plan is certain to fail.
“The idea that a pill, a mixture of herbs,
or anything else will allow people to lose
weight and keep it off without any other
effort is completely ridiculous,” Kelly
Brownell told me when I called to ask
his opinion of Zantrex-3. Dr. Brownell
is the chairman of the psychology department at Yale, and he is also the director of the Yale Center for Eating and
Weight Disorders. “You look at a study
that, in the end, followed seven people
for a year and you can conclude nothing
from that.”
Mowrey argues that Americans ought
to have the chance to make decisions
about the value of supplements for themselves. “There are a lot of pharmaceuticals derived from plants,” he said. “Lots
of times, the safety issues are not important. And you have to remember what
you have to do if you develop a drug

today. Say you do a small study of maybe
a hundred and fifty people and you find
that as a result of the study eighty-five of
the women who take this who would
otherwise get breast cancer don’t. The
F.D.A. demands that the company spend
several billion dollars and fifteen years of
research answering every little question
that comes along. Every nitpicky little
question. Now, how many people have
you killed before you introduce this drug
to the market?
“Drug companies don’t offer moneyback guarantees,” he continued, emphasizing one of Basic’s main policies. “We
do. And if it isn’t going to work, if it’s
not effective, then we have the ability to
give money back. There is satisfaction
guaranteed here. Can you imagine a
drug company doing that? We are in the
business of wellness, not of curing sick
people. A lot of dietary supplements are
designed to prevent problems from ever
happening.There is no drug that is going
to prevent illness. Drugs treat illness.
They are going to be very, very invasive.
Whereas dietary supplements are not
invasive. You can combine vitamins with
minerals and plants together in a thousand ways without anything happening
that is bad.”

T

he notion that herbal combinations are “natural” and therefore
can’t cause harm serves as a first principle for many people who take supplements as a solution to their medical
problems. Even the most seemingly
benign substances, however, can turn
out to have significant and wholly unexpected effects. Perhaps the best example is grapefruit juice, which can disrupt the work of a series of enzymes
that are found in the small intestine
and which serve to break down drugs
before they are absorbed into the
bloodstream. Taking medicine with
grapefruit juice permits it to enter the
bloodstream in dangerously high concentrations, which keeps it from doing its job and can intensify many side
effects. Many common pharmaceuticals—including antidepressants, antihistamines, and cholesterol medications—are not metabolized properly if
they are taken with grapefruit juice.
There are numerous examples of
herbs, drugs, and supplements that cause
reactions or that when taken together

are harmful. Beta-carotene, found in
carrots, has always been considered
purely beneficial, yet recent research has
shown that, for men with certain types
of cancer, those who took beta-carotene
supplements had a significantly worse
prognosis than those who did not. There
is a scientific maxim that the dose makes
the poison—that any substance, no matter how useful, can cause trouble if you
take too much of it. Most
physicians don’t even know
what supplements their patients are taking, let alone
how much, so trying to warn
people about possible interactions among them is impossible. “The remedy for all
this is to stop dangerously
pretending that pharmacologically active substances called dietary supplements should be treated completely differently from pharmacologically active
substances called drugs,” Sidney Wolfe,
the director of Public Citizen’s Health
Research Group, told me. “You cannot
determine if they are safe or effective
without doing the studies. And with
supplements the studies are almost never
done.”
Some herbs do work, of course, yet
the absence of effective manufacturing
standards in the United States means
that even then consumers can’t rely on
commercial formulas. Black cohosh has
been used for centuries to treat a variety
of common ailments, including, most recently, menstrual and menopausal problems. In Europe, it is considered a drug—
and many studies have shown that it can
have value.Women often take some form
of the root instead of using hormonereplacement therapy. Still, in the U.S.
the herbal product that you buy tomorrow may be different biologically from
the same product purchased next month.
I have a friend who, at the onset of menopause, began to use a supplement that
is composed principally of black cohosh.
For several months, her symptoms disappeared. One day, however, she bought
a new bottle, and within a week her
symptoms had returned so severely that
she called her doctor from a car on the
West Side Highway.“I demanded a prescription for hormone-replacement therapy,” she told me, even though she considers it dangerous. Her doctor guessed
correctly that she had just bought a

new bottle of the supplement, and advised her to switch to a different product containing black cohosh—RemiFemin—which is made, by Shaper &
Brunner, in Germany, where it is regulated as a drug.
With herbal products made in the
U.S., however, there is simply no way
to know what you are getting in each
bottle. In 2002, researchers at the New
York Botanical Garden
published a study in the
journal Economic Botany in
which they reported on
using DNA-fingerprinting
techniques to identify several species of black cohosh.
They found great variation
in the herbal mixtures that
were turned into products for the marketplace. It’s hard to make a botanical
product exactly the same way every
time. Without rules, there is almost no
incentive to try.

S

ince the standards for making diet
pills are set largely by the people
who sell them, I decided it would be
useful to see how Zantrex-3 was made.
“You go look at the factory,” Dennis Gay
told me.“If you think we are a sleazy operation, remember: we could do it for
half the price.” The next day, I drove to
Cornerstone Nutritional Labs, in Farmington, about twenty minutes north
of Salt Lake City on I-15. Cornerstone,
an independent company that produces
most of the Zantrex-3 sold in the U.S.,
pumped out 1.7 billion capsules, tablets, and pills last year, nearly two hundred thousand an hour for every hour
of every day. I was greeted warmly by
Brent Davis, Cornerstone’s director of
nutraceutical sales, who offered to show
me around the plant. We slipped on disposable booties, gowns, and hairnets,
and removed the metal from our pockets, so as not to contaminate the materials. Our first stop was the receiving area
at the plant’s loading dock, where dozens
of fifty-kilogram drums of raw herbs—
green tea, yerba maté, and pangea among
them—were lined up and stacked nearly
to the ceiling, forty feet high. As soon as
the herbs arrive at the factory, they are
sampled for color, consistency, density,
and purity. The raw materials are then
taken to a weighing room, where they
are collected by men in moon suits and
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sampled again. Most of the machines sit
in clean rooms adjacent to the factory
floor, cordoned off by walls of doublepaned glass.
After the herbs are collected, they are
mixed in a blender. This is not as easy as
it might appear; natural organic compounds are far harder to combine than
synthetically made drugs. A product like
Vitamin E comes in tiny balls, and most
herbs come in flakes. The same herb can
vary in consistency, in provenance, and
even, at times, in species. Some need
water; others are ruined by the slightest
exposure to moisture. Some supplements require a minute amount of an ingredient—less than a hundred and fifty
micrograms, for instance—to be mixed
evenly into more than a hundred cubic
feet of powder. And each supplement
must be made in such a way that every
capsule in every bottle is identical in
quality and strength. “It’s a hell of a job
to do,” said Michael Meade, the director
of operations for Basic Research, who
was also on the tour. “There’s a recipe,
and once it’s worked out it’s fine. But it
takes time to get it right, and many companies fail. The idea that you just throw
it all into the soup and wait is ridiculous.” He said that Cornerstone was unusually rigorous in its testing, and that
Basic was pleased by the consistency of
the results.
Like other manufacturers in the secretive and, for the most part, privately
owned supplement industry, Cornerstone declines to talk about its revenues
or even name its clients. (Basic Research,
too, reveals almost nothing about its
earnings, expenditures, plans, or goals.)
But Zantrex-3 is obviously a big part of
Cornerstone’s current business. The factory’s largest blender, which was given
over completely to the production of
Zantrex-3 when I was there, can turn
five thousand kilograms of raw powder
into the equivalent of fifteen million pills
a day. As soon as the newly homogenized herbal material leaves the blender, it is pressed by another machine
into blue capsules, which are dumped
into giant drums—thirty-five thousand capsules in each drum. They are
then collected in a hopper and fed into
bottles.
Cornerstone’s computer system monitors every gram as it passes down the
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less. Once the bottles are filled, they are
capped and a tamper-proof seal is melted
on. Labels are applied by the same machine. Finally, one of the brochures advertising Zantrex-3’s “amazing power”
is fastened by hand to the neck of every
bottle on the assembly line. From there,
the bottles are packed into boxes that
are loaded into cartons, which are shrinkwrapped and ready to ship. If Basic Research were willing to cut a (totally legal)
corner or two, there is no doubt that
it could produce those pills for far less
money.

W

hen I left Cornerstone, I drove to
a nearby Wal-Mart, which, along
with such stores as Circuit City and Bed
Bath & Beyond, anchors a mall in a suburb of Salt Lake City called Murray.
Wal-Mart is the biggest of what Gay
refers to as the “big boxes,” the giant
chains that can insure a product’s success
simply by stocking it. By summer, all
four thousand Wal-Mart stores will
carry Zantrex-3; many of them will feature displays with the tango-dancing
couple that I had noticed on the subway
in New York.
The Murray Wal-Mart has an extensive section devoted to supplements of
all kinds: bottles, packets, and cartons
promising the usual array of unproved
benefits, and promoting the health of the
eyes, the skeletal system, the urinary tract,
the brain. A tiny asterisk appeared on
every product—including Zantrex-3—
that suggested a connection between its
contents and better health: “This statement has not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product
is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or
prevent any disease.” If a product whose
label promotes it as contributing to “wellness” is not intended to cure, treat, diagnose, or even prevent any health problem,
what, one has to wonder, is it supposed
to do? But there they all are, dozens of
brands: Stacker 3, with chitosan, and
Starch Away, which “blocks calories from

bread, pasta, pastries and other foods”
(“Dieting has never been easier,” the bottle says). Zantrex was for sale, along with
ZN-3, a new product that advertises itself on the label as being like Zantrex. It
has the same ingredients and costs half as
much, but, since only the names of ingredients are listed, not the amounts, what
comes in each capsule is anybody’s guess.
As I walked out of the store, I heard
an announcement on the loudspeaker:
“Welcome, shoppers. Right now at the
McDonald’s inside this Wal-Mart you
can get two cheeseburgers for only one
dollar. This offer is for a limited time
only. Also at this McDonald’s we accept
MasterCard and Visa.”

D

ennis Gay is a fifty-seven-year-old,
pear-shaped man who has been
waging an unsuccessful war on his weight
for years. The first time I met with him,
he was dressed in shades of green: olive
pants, pale, pine-colored shirt, and loden
tie. He had a short, neatly trimmed graying beard. At that meeting, Gay was accompanied by a man who was described
as a “consultant” but who obviously
played a significant role in the company,
because he did most of the talking.
(Nearly every time I asked Gay a question, he deferred to his colleague.) The
man spoke fast, and had a New York accent. He didn’t give me his name, although I asked him for it three times.
I wondered whether Basic Research
believed that new laws requiring more
regulation and stricter standards would
be bad for the industry.“They are simply
not needed,” the man who wouldn’t identify himself blurted out.“The F.D.A. has
the authority to act today if it wants to
remove something from the market. But
it always prefers to use the media.” He
went on to say that although he assumed
that ephedra would be banned there were
really no significant problems with the
herb, which Basic Research continues to
sell, and which its salespeople told me on
the telephone was the “best way by far
to lose that weight fast.” He said that
Zantrex-3 increased “metabolism without increasing the heart rate or blood
pressure”—which, as it happens, is almost never the case.
After the interview, I learned that the
man’s name was Mitchell K. Friedlander,
and that he had made false claims about
diet pills, and in the nineteen-eighties

was prohibited by the U.S. Postal Service
from selling them through the mail.
When I spoke to Gay a second time,
Friedlander was not there. I said it was
hard to ignore the fact that his most
trusted adviser—Gay described him to
me as a “marketing genius”—had been
found to have made false claims about
diet pills. Gay told me that he had hired
a private investigator to “check Mitch
out” and that he was comfortable with
the report.“Mitch is valuable,” Gay said.
“He doesn’t desire to become a part of
the company, and I don’t think we want
him to be.” I asked if working with a
man with Friedlander’s past bothered
him, since he was trying to establish
Basic Research as one of the more reputable companies in an extremely irregular business.
“Remember the old days when the
banks hired safecrackers to protect them?”
Gay said. “Is this that different? What
are the standards in this industry? Tell
me what they are, because I really wish
I knew, so that I could abide by them.
We try to do better, but there are no
clear rules. None.” He went on, “We
would welcome standards as long as
they don’t take the choice away from the
public. I wouldn’t welcome the standards
that exist on the drug side. Because then
you have no choice. And the American consumer is not stupid. He deserves
to make his own mind up about what
he does.”
This is Gay’s bottom line, and that of
the industry as well. “I have to get into
my lecture,” he said, and walked over to
a whiteboard in the office. “Let’s say I’ve
got ninety-nine people that have a fatal
form of cancer. The way the F.D.A. regulates drugs now, a study would typically look like this.” He drew three big
circles and wrote the number thirtythree in each of them. “A third will get
nothing, and they are going to die. Then
another thirty-three we are going to give
a placebo. The last third get the active
ingredient they are testing as a new drug.
“Let’s assume the first thirty-three
die. What about placebo? Well, most
studies show that placebo survival rate is
thirty-six per cent. That suggests that
eleven of the people on placebo will survive at least long enough to be significant. And now let’s say that of the third
who receive the active ingredient eleven
survive. Based on today’s regulations,

“In the store it was kitschy—in my apartment it was tacky.”

•
that drug would not be approved. It’s no
better than placebo. And it would be
tossed in the trash. But this is what I
want to ask: What about these twentytwo people here?” Gay drew a big line
under the eleven placebo and eleven
drug recipients who, in his reckoning,
would have lived. “What the government of the United States says is that
those twenty-two people don’t have the
benefit of a placebo or of the active ingredient. So you have zero people surviving out of ninety-nine when you
could have had twenty-two surviving.”
Gay looked mournful. “All I am saying
is that I want to have the right to appeal
to those twenty-two people. I want to
give them a chance to live.”
There is a demonstrable placebo effect in most clinical studies, although
the idea that placebo could save even
eleven patients with fatal cancer is ludicrous. But Gay and Basic make their
money by selling the dream of wellness,
not the reality. If their products could really swell breasts, banish wrinkles, and
erase fat, Basic would probably become
the most successful company in Ameri-

•
can history. After all, is Zantrex-3 any
different from Lydia Pinkham’s miraculous concoctions?
This year, Congress will consider a bill
that would modify the 1994 law so that
thousands of unregulated botanical substances would be treated more like drugs
than like foods. Supplement manufacturers—and their customers—are preparing to fight any such change with every
resource they can muster. The bill has
been advertised as an assault on the First
Amendment. The alarm has sounded
across the Internet, and congressional
offices have been besieged with protests.
Walk into any health-food store and
you’ll see leaflets warning that the government is about to deny you the right
to choose your own fate.
Gay went back to his chair and sat silently for a moment.“We put disclaimers
in our ads, and we give people the results
of the studies and a money-back guarantee,” he said. “What more could you
want? Don’t prevent people from using
their own judgment. Let them try it. If it
doesn’t work, they can return it. That’s
what’s fair. That’s what’s American.” ♦
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